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A new mechanism for the formation of doped polyaniline is presented. Besides providing suitable
structural and spectroscopic parameters, the new mechanism allows for the rationalization of the
experimentally observed equilibrium between polaron and bipolaron defects in emeraldine salt. The
magnetic behavior and the “metallic island” model for conduction in doped polyaniline are also
theoretically supported by the new proposal. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2913246�

INTRODUCTION

In 2000, MacDiarmid, Heeger, and Shirakawa were
awarded a Nobel Prize for the discovery and development of
conductive polymers.1,2 As MacDiarmid emphasized in a re-
cent article,3 it is a multidisciplinary field of great interest for
chemists, electrochemists, biochemists, experimental and
theoretical physicists, and electronic and electrical engineers
due to the important technological emerging applications of
these materials.

In a seminal article,4 Stafström et al. proposed a mecha-
nism to explain the huge increase �about ten orders of mag-
nitude� in electrical conductivity when doping polyaniline
�PANI� with HCl. According to such a mechanism, protona-
tion of semiconductor emeraldine base �EB� leads to a spin-
less structure �bipolaron�, which rearranges to a charged
radical open-shell structure �two polarons� that finally splits
into two polaron units �emeraldine salt �ES��. However,
Heeger recently complained that “there is no calculations
showing that the metallic (emeraldine salt) final state is
lower in energy than the semiconductor and there is no
detailed understanding of the rearrangement reactions”
�in the proposed mechanism�.5

Although recent theoretical works6–8 have greatly con-
tributed to the understanding of the experimental behavior
exhibited by doped PANI, a number of fundamental ques-
tions remain to be uncovered, namely, �a� the mechanism
proposed by Stafström et al.4 has been analyzed by using a
one-dimensional �1D� model6 but it remains to be theoreti-
cally validated by using more realistic two-dimensional �2D�
and three-dimensional �3D� models; �b� although polaronic4

and bipolaronic9–11 lattices have been proposed for doped
PANI, solid and abundant experimental evidence strongly
suggests that a combined model with the coexistence of po-
larons and bipolarons is very likely.12–20 Depending on the
preparation technique and composition of the sample, one of
the two lattices can prevail over the other.21,22 However,
ab initio calculations6 and Car–Parrinello molecular dynam-

ics �CPMD� simulations7 predict energy differences between
polaron and bipolaron lattices to be greater than
11 kcal /mol. Consequently, only one of the two lattices
should be present in any sample, �c� MacDiarmid and co-
workers showed14,15 that according to magnetic susceptibility
measurements, there is a decrease in the number of spins at
high level doping, and �d� they also reported that the initial
protonation in the amorphous part of emeraldine base �the
so-called EBII structure in Ref. 14� gives rise to a spinless
charge state �bipolaron� until essentially maximum protona-
tion is achieved in the amorphous region and the protonation
begins to proceed in the crystalline regions with onset of
Pauli susceptibility �polaron lattice�.

The above points are addressed in the present article
through the analysis of the results of an ab initio study on a
2D model of doped PANI. The structures involved in the
mechanism proposed by Stafström et al.4 �see Scheme 1�,
namely, emeraldine base �EB�S��, spinless charged bipolaron
�ESI�S��, and charged radical open-shell polarons �ESI�T�
and ESII�D��, together with two new bipolaronic �ESII�S��
and polaronic �ESII��D�� structures, proposed here to play a
mechanistic role �see below�, have been studied. It will be
shown that the structural, energetic, and spectroscopic theo-
retical predictions arising from the optimized geometries and
density of state �DOS� curves are in good agreement with the
available experimental data.

METHODS

Density functional theory �DFT� with periodic boundary
conditions were used to fully optimize the geometries. The
selected DFT functional was the hybrid
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof23 �PBEh� in conjunction with
Pople’s basis sets 6-31G�d , p�.24 This methodology has
shown to provide a good description of 1D PANI. Indeed,
our previous work6 showed that the performance of hybrid
functionals resulted much better than that corresponding to
functionals derived within local density or generalized gra-
dient approximations.25 The energy was properly converged
by employing no less than 400 k-points in every calculation.
All calculations were carried out using GAUSSIAN 03 package
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of programs,26 which makes use of the fast multipole method
for the evaluation of the long ranged electrostatic interac-
tions, thus leading to a computationally very competitive
linear scaling DFT implementation.

GEOMETRIES AND ENERGETICS

The 2D structures considered in the present work are
shown in Fig. 1 and some representative geometrical
parameters are collected in Table I. According to Stafström
et al.,4 protonation of emeraldine base EB�S� leads to a spin-
less charged �bipolaronic� structure ESI�S�, which rearranges
to a charged radical open-shell �polaronic� triplet structure

ESI�T�. Finally, this latter structure splits into two units
�subscript 2x in Scheme 1� of the polaronic structure
ESII�D�.

Alternatively, the chlorine atoms in ESI structures can
shift apart, giving rise to the singlet structure ESII�S�. We
have also considered the ESII��D� structure in which three
consecutive ESII�D� polaronic defects in the lattice couple
two spins leading to the six-rings single-radical �polaronic�
unit cell shown in Scheme 1.

Examination of Table I shows the 2D geometrical
parameters theoretically predicted for EB and the different
forms of ES to agree reasonably well, in general, with the
available experimental data.

SCHEME 1. �Color online� Mechanisms for the formation of emeraldine salt �ES� from emeraldine base �EB� and HCl. The mechanism proposed by
MacDiarmid and co-workers �red� and the new mechanism emerging from the present 2D calculations �blue� are depicted. Unit cells are shown for each
structure. Multiplicity �S: Singlet, D: Doublet, and T: Triplet� is indicated in parentheses.
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Table II collects the electronic energy of the structures
understudy. A recent 3D CPMD study7 on PANI has shown
that the interchain �-� �up-down� interactions are much less
important than side interactions between chains. Indeed, the
rupture of the �-� interactions, passing from a Pc2a to a
P21221 orthorhombic polaronic structure costs only about
0.1 eV ��2 kcal /mol� according to CPMD calculations.7

Bearing in mind that consideration of a 3D model through an
ab initio conventional formulation of electronic structure cal-
culations would become impractical from the computational
viewpoint, we focused on a 2D model including the relevant
interchain side interactions �see Fig. 1�.

The polaron lattice ESII�D� allowed Stafström et al. to
explain, through semiempirical approaches,4 most of the
electric, magnetic, optical, and structural properties experi-

mentally measured for doped PANI.5 While ab initio calcu-
lations on a 1D model suggested that the bipolaronic struc-
ture ESI�S� resulted lower in energy,6 CPMD 3D calculations
led to the conclusion that ESII�D� is more stable.7 Consider-
ation of the present 2D model demonstrates that the inter-
chain side interactions greatly contribute to stabilize the po-
laronic structure ESII�D� that lies only 2.5 kcal /mol above
ESI�S�. This is a very important result because the two pre-
vious theoretical works6,7 predicted huge energy differences
��11 kcal /mol� between polaron and bipolaron structures,
thus making it impossible to rationalize the experimentally
observed equilibrium between these two lattices.12–20 Fur-
thermore, exploiting our computer capabilities until the very
limit �837 basis functions�, we computed the stability of a

FIG. 1. �Color online� 2D structures considered in the present work. Multiplicity �S: Singlet, D: Doublet, and T: Triplet� is indicated in parentheses.
Scheme 1 shows some electronic details of the different structures.

TABLE I. Some selected geometrical parameters estimated at the PBEh /6-31G�d ,g� level. �, b, and c are the
usual cell parameters and �X �X=A, B, C, D, E, F� represents the dihedral angle between the virtual plane
defined by the nearly coplanar nitrogen atoms and the C6 rings �from left to right in Fig. 1� in the different
structures. The values in parentheses correspond to the 1D estimates. The experimental values available �Expt.�
are also collected. Distances are given in Å and angles in deg.

EB Expt. EBa ESI ESII�S� ESII�D� ESII��D� Expt. ESa

�A 20 �21� 30 �27� 20 19 �22� 19
�B 40 �39� 21 �26� 10 18 �21� 14
�C 12 �10� 30 7 �10� 22 22 0–15
�D 40 �37� 21 �25� 12 17
�E 19
�F 15
b 6.023 5.65–5.75 8.020 8.051 8.026 8.034 7.9–8.6
c 20.128b 10.05–10.40 20.477b 20.657b 10.256 30.805c 10.4
� 105.4 90 89.4 90.0 90.0 90.0 90

aReference 33.
bThe actual periodicity is 2c according to Fig. 1 �see Ref. 33�.
cThe actual periodicity is 3c according to Fig. 1 �see Ref. 33�.
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new polaron lattice, ESII��D�, not considered by Stafström
et al., formally arising from the intrachain interaction be-
tween a polaron and a bipolaron in ESII. In this new struc-
ture ESII��D�, a trication single-radical lattice27 is formed,
thus reducing the ratio between the number of spins and the
number of dopant charges. Formally, ESII��D� can be
thought to be formed as a consequence of the spin coupling
between two consecutive ESII�D� polaron defects in a virtual
ESII�D�-ESII�D�-ESII�D� unit cell. According to our
calculations, ESII��D� becomes slightly more stable �by
0.3 kcal /mol� than bipolaron lattice ESI�S�. Therefore, the
new polaron structure allows us to explain the appearance of
electron spin resonance �ESR� signal and the decrease in the
number of spins at high doping level, both experimentally
observed in emeraldine salt.28

Another interesting feature we detected is the strong de-
stabilization, affecting the ESI�T� polaron structure when
passing from 1D �Ref. 6� to the present 2D model. Indeed,
no such a structure could be characterized as a minimum on
the 2D potential energy hypersurface. Instead, we located a
new bipolaron structure, ESII�S�, which is only 2.8 kcal /mol
less stable than ESI�S�. This result suggests a new mecha-
nism for the formation of doped emeraldine, which is
compatible with all the experimental facts �see Mechanism
section below�.

BAND STRUCTURE

Figure 2 shows the band structure and the corresponding
DOSs for the five structures in Fig. 1 located on the 2D
potential energy hypersurface. In the following discussion,
the theoretical absorption bands were estimated from the
direct gaps between the occupied and virtual bands.

In the case of EB phase, the experimental photoemission
spectrum shows two transitions:29,30 �a� A strong absorption
centered at 2 eV and �b� an absorption band �the �→�*

band gap� at 3.6 �solution� or 3.8 eV �film�. Our PBEh cal-
culations �see Fig. 2� predict a first transition from the high-
est occupied crystal orbital �HOCO� to the lowest unoccu-
pied crystal orbital �LUCO� at 2.1–2.6 eV, and a second
broad absorption starting at 4.3 eV. Therefore, the agreement
between the experimental observation and the theoretical
predictions is reasonably good.

For the conducting �salt� form,4 there are two strong op-
tical peaks at 2.8 and 4.1 eV, and a broad absorption at
1.5 eV. Similarly to what we found in our previous 1D study
on PANI,6 the 2D PBEh /6-31G�d , p� calculations predict
transitions for the four structures of emeraldine salt consid-
ered in the present work, namely, ESI�S�, ESII�S�, ESII�D�,
and ESII��D� �see Scheme 1�, which are fully compatible
with the optical absorption spectra of protonated PANI.
Indeed, Fig. 2 shows that the band structures predict
HOCO→LUCO transitions at 1.4–2.2 eV �ESI�S��,
0.3–1.9 eV �ESII�S��, and 1.2–2.0 eV �ESII�D�� as well as
broad �→�* bands starting at 4.5 eV �ESI�S�� and 4.0 eV
�ESII�S�, ESII�D��. In the case of ESII��D�, its band struc-
ture predicts HOCO→LUCO, LUCO+1, and LUCO+2
transitions from 1.3 to 1.9 eV and a �→�* band starting at
4.2 eV. For all the emeraldine salt model structures, 2D
calculations predict a band absorption at 2.8 eV, involving
the LUCO and some occupied crystal orbitals close to the
HOCO−1.

MECHANISM

The results presented and analyzed in the previous sec-
tions suggest some modifications of the original mechanism
proposed by Stafström et al. 20 years ago,4 based on
calculations carried out by using the one-electron valence
effective Hamiltonian formalism, to explain the transforma-
tion between emeraldine base and emeraldine salt. The new
mechanism is sketched in Scheme 1.

In agreement with the proposal of Stafström et al., in a
first step, emeraldine base EB gives rise to a bipolaronic
structure ESI�S� as a consequence of the HCl doping. How-
ever, unlike the original proposal, the new mechanism does
not need to resort to a quinoid-to-benzenoid transformation
through an internal redox reaction leading to the charged
radical open-shell structure ESI�T�. As mentioned in the Ge-
ometries and Energetics section, this latter lattice was char-
actericed in our previous 1D calculations but it is not present
on the 2D potential energy hypersurface. We propose, as an
alternative, a quinoid-to-benzenoid transformation provoked
by a shifting of the counterions �chlorine atoms; see Fig. 1�.
The energetic cost to promote the ESI�S�→ESII�S� transfor-
mation is only 2.8 kcal /mol according to Table II.

An almost energetically inexpensive �0.8 kcal /mol�
electronic rearrangement in ESII�S� leads to the ESII�D�
structure, postulated by Stafström et al. to be the polaronic
lattice responsible for the very special properties exhibited
by emeraldine salt. Finally, intrachain interactions between
two consecutive unit cells in the ESII�D� lattice leads to the
more stable trication single-radical �polaronic� lattice
ESII��D�, which, according to our 2D calculations, is the
most stable phase of emeraldine salt �see Table II�.

Thus, ESII��D� represents a very suitable model for
emeraldine salt. On the one hand, its structural parameters
�see Table I� and band structure �see Fig. 2� are fully consis-
tent with x-rays information and optical absorption data
available, as noted in the preceding sections. On the other
hand, the polaronic nature of this lattice does support the
appearance of ESR signal. Furthermore, the decrease in the

TABLE II. Absolute �E; a.u.� and relative ��E; kcal/mol� electronic ener-
gies computed for the PANI structures understudy.

Structure E �Ea

EB −11.43.088 758
HCl −460.631 044 0

ESI�S� −2064.420 619 −43.8
ESI�T�b

¯ ¯

ESII�S� −2064.416 213 −41.0
ESII�D� −1032.207 520 −40.3
ESII��D� −3096.631 569 −44.1

a�E=nE�ESX�−E�EB�−2E�HCl�, where ESX=ESI�S�, ESI�T�, ESII�S�,
ESII�D�, ESII��D�, and n is the factor multiplying subscript x in the
structures collected in Scheme 1.
bThis structure is not present on the 2D potential energy surface.
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number of spins detected at high doping levels in magnetic
susceptibility experiments28 can be ascribed to the
ESII�D�-ESII�D�-ESII�D� �trication triple-radical�
→ESII��D� �trication single-radical�27 transformation.

Another important point is the small energy difference
between bipolaron ESI�S� and polaron ESII��D� lattices
predicted by our 2D PBEh /6-31G�d , p� calculations
�0.3 kcal /mol, favoring the latter�. This fact leads to the con-

clusion that the real picture of doped PANI emerging from
the present study is a ESI�S� �bipolaron�*ESII��D�
�polaron� thermodynamic equilibrium shifted toward the
polaronic lattice, in full agreement with experimental
evidence.12–20 Neither CPMD simulations7 nor ab initio 1D
calculations6 were able to predict the coexistence of both
lattices. Indeed, both methodologies predict a huge energy
difference ��11 kcal /mol� between them.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Band structure and density of states for the 2D structures considered in the present work as computed at the PBEh /6-31G�d , p� level.
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It is well known that when trying to get a deeper insight
into the nature of the metallic state of conducting polymers,
a number of issues arise. The first one refers to the dimen-
sionality �1D versus 3D� of the metallic states. Conduction
and charge transport mechanisms in doped PANI have
historically been explained by means of 1D
�disordered-amorphous�11,31 and 3D �ordered-crystalline�32

models. MacDiarmid and co-workers have stressed the ex-
perimental evidence that while metallic Pauli susceptibility is
detected in the ordered regions, predominantly spinless bipo-
larons are present in the disordered doped PANI.14,15,18,33

A second factor that plays a relevant role in charge trans-
port is the interchain interaction. While the existence of a 3D
homogeneous disorder, arising as a consequence of substitu-
ent interactions between polymer chains, has been
suggested,34 MacDiarmid and co-workers proposed an inho-
mogeneous disorder model in which ordered �crystalline� re-
gions, described by 3D metallic states, are connected through
amorphous regions of polymer chains where 1D disorder-
induced localization is dominant.18

Another issue focuses on the way charge transport takes
place. While a quasi-1D model emphasizes nearest-neighbor
interchain hopping in disordered regions, the so-called
granular metallic model,35 which is based on the original
proposal for a granular metal of Sheng et al.,36 uses charge
tunneling between metallic islands.

Joo et al.18 proposed a model �inhomogeneous disorder
model� for doped PANI in which 3D metallic bundles, cor-
responding to the more ordered �crystalline� regions, are
coupled in the 3D network by single chains �1D� in the less
ordered �amorphous� regions of the material.18,37 They
showed that that model allowed for the rationalization of a
number of experimental properties measured for different
samples of doped PANI. Our calculations provide a theoret-
ical support for that model. Indeed, the 1D model employed
in our earlier study on doped PANI �Ref. 6� suggested that a
spinless bipolaron lattice is the most stable structure. Inclu-
sion of side interactions between chains, present in 2D and
3D models, leads to the above-mentioned conclusion that the
equilibrium between bipolaron and polaron lattices, slightly
shifted toward the latter form, is established.

It should be finally stressed that the computed greater
stability of the polaronic lattice ESII��D� proposed in the
new mechanism makes the formation of the 3D metallic
islands postulated in inhomogeneous disorder model of Joo
et al. possible.18

We also notice that our calculations show that the inter-
chain side interactions contribute to the generation of more
planar chain conformations for emeraldine salt �2D torsion
angles between phenyl ring and the plane of the backbone
are somewhat smaller than the corresponding 1D ones; see
Table I�. Lee et al.38 have recently emphasized that such a
situation allows for an improved carrier transport in doped
PANI.

CONCLUSION

The results reported in the present work represent a step
forward in the understanding of the mechanism of formation

of conducting polymers. The analysis of the structures in-
volved and their relative energies helped us to rationalize the
mechanism of formation of emeraldine salt from HCl doping
of emeraldine base. The results of some crucial experimental
results on doped PANI, namely, the existence of polaron-
bipolaron equilibrium, its magnetic behavior, and the
“metallic island” model for conduction proposed for emeral-
dine salt, have been rationalized in terms of a trication
single-radical �polaron� lattice, which, according to periodic
boundary condition PBEh /6-31G�d , p� calculations, is the
most stable phase of doped PANI. The structural parameters
and the optical transitions predicted for that lattice are in
good agreement with x-ray information and optical
absorption data available for emeraldine salt.
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